FP Navigate

Navigating multistate employment laws is a daunting task, but Fisher Phillips is here to help. We are proud to introduce FP Navigate, a new subscription-based tool that provides multistate employers with practical answers to key labor and employment questions. Subscribers will have quick access to easy-to-understand charts, tables, maps, resources, and insights on rapidly changing state employment laws.

FP Navigate’s first module covers Wage & Hour compliance questions for multistate employers, covering various topics, including:

- Minimum wage
- Overtime and premium pay
- Hours worked and breaks
- Scheduling and days of rest
- Deductions & Reimbursements
- Method of Pay
- Final Pay
- Notice & Recordkeeping
- Litigation & Enforcement
- Frequency of Pay

For information about pricing or additional information about FP Navigate, please contact us at fpnavigate@fisherphillips.com.

Learn more about FP Navigate
**Fisher Phillips Navigate:**
Your Multistate-Compliance Tool

At Fisher Phillips, we understand the daunting task multistate employers face in trying to navigate the employment laws across the country. And we are here to help. Fisher Phillips introduces FP Navigate to our new, subscription-based solution to provide multistate employers practical answers to key labor and employment questions, in easy-to-understand charts, tables, and maps.

FP Navigate’s Wage and Hour module interfaces first through us, by your Wage and Hour Practice Group, and our award-winning Knowledge Management team. The Wage and Hour Module provides our client subscribers with up-to-date answers to interaction survey as snooping forms to dozens of critical Wage and Hour compliance issues, including:

- Minimum Wage
- Overtime and Premium Pay
- Hours Worked & Breaks
- Scheduling & Days of Rest
- Indirect & Reimbursements

Fisher Phillips is known for its innovative labor and employment solutions, and FP Navigate is just the latest technology-driven solution rolled out to assist our clients.

For FP Navigate pricing information, or to learn more, please contact FPNavigate@fisherphillips.com.